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Description:

From single-celled embryo to fully grown human, Dr. Betts charts the major systems of the body, its interrelated organs and the revelations of microbiology. Find out why you couldnt live without bacteria or cholesterol; how your kidneys
and lungs are mirror images of each other; and why you are a mix of your grandparents but only a meeting of your parents. Illustrated with rare historical engravings and beautiful contemporary drawings, The Human Body charms and
informs as it reveals how the most complex organism in the world fits together.

This book is thin, small and compressed with amazing information. I carry it in my purse or backpack often, reading snippets. It is densely packed, with one small page explaining a set of huge ideas, the other facing page having images, or
illustrations. I laugh about it, because the body is profoundly complex, the author is humorous, and the information is filtering through in practical ways, every time I read a page.
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